
Florence Nightingale? 

Born: 12 May 1820 in Florence, Italy 
Lived in: England, UK 
Occupation: Nurse 
Died: 13 August 1910 
Best known for: Founding modern nursing 
Also known as: Lady with the Lamp 

Florence Nightingale was born in the city of Florence, Italy, on 12 May 1820 whilst her parents were 
enjoying a long honeymoon. And yup, you guessed it – that’s how she got her name! Her parents were 
called William and Fanny Nightingale, and she had one older sister, too – Frances Parthenope, AKA 

‘Pop’. 

 

William Nightingale was a wealthy banker and was able to provide his family with a very privileged life. 
They had servants and two lovely houses – a winter home in Hampshire and a summer home in 
Derbyshire. 

At the time that Florence was a youngster, most girls didn’t go to school – in fact, many didn’t receive 

any education at all! But William was keen for his daughters to learn, and gave them lessons in lots of 
different subjects, including science, history and maths. 

 
What did Florence Nightingale do? 

In Victorian Britain, wealthy women like Florence weren’t expected to work – their job was to marry and 

look after the home. Daily life was spent seeing to servants, entertaining guests, reading, sewing and 
attending social events. But Florence saw something very different for her future. When she was 16 years 
old, she believed she heard a voice from God calling for her to carry out important work to help those 
suffering. She wanted to be a nurse. 

When Florence broke the news to her parents, they weren’t too happy! Nursing was not a respectful 
profession and, what’s more, hospitals were filthy, horrible places where sick people died – certainly no 
place for wealthy girl like Florence! William tried hard to change his daughter’s mind, but Florence was 
determined. In 1851, he gave in, and allowed Florence to study nursing at a Christian school for women 
in Germany. There, she learned important skills in caring for patients and the importance of hospital 
cleanliness. 

It wasn’t long before Florence put her new skills to the test. By 1853 she was running a women’s hospital in 
London, where she did a fantastic job improving the working conditions as well as patient care. 
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The Crimean War 
 

 

In 1854, the Crimean War broke out – a war with Britain, France and Turkey on one side, and Russia on 

the other. British troops went off to fight in the Crimea – an area in the south of Russia, now part of Ukraine. 
News soon reached home of soldiers dying from battle wounds, cold, hunger and sickness, with no real 
medical care or nurses to treat them. Help was needed fast, and the Minister for War – called Sidney 
Herbert – knew just the person… He asked Florence to lead a team of nurses to the Crimea! 

 

When they arrived, the nurses found the Army hospital in Scutari(the area where wounded soldiers were 
sent) in a terrible state. It was overcrowded and filthy, with blocked drains, broken toilets and rats running 
everywhere. Imagine the smell! There weren’t enough medical supplies or equipment, and wounded 
soldiers had to sleep on the dirty floor, without blankets to keep warm, clean water to drink or fresh food to 
eat. Not surprisingly, disease spread quickly and most of the soldiers died from infection. 

 
Florence Nightingale to the rescue! 

 

Florence knew that the soldiers could only get well again if the hospital conditions improved. With funds 
from back home, she bought better medical equipment and decent food, and paid for workmen to clear the 
drains. And together with her team, she cleaned the wards, set up a hospital kitchen and provided the 
wounded soldiers with quality care – bathing them, dressing their wounds and feeding them. As a result of 

all the improvements, far fewer soldiers were dying from disease. 
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Why was Florence Nightingale the Lady with the Lamp? 

 

Florence Nightingale truly cared for her suffering patients. At night, when everyone was sleeping, 

she’d visit the soldiers to make sure they were comfortable. She’d also write letters home for those who 
could not write themselves. Since Florence carried a lantern with her on her night visits, the soldiers would 
call her ‘The Lady with the Lamp’. 

 
Florence after the Crimean War 

By the time Florence returned to England in 1856, she’d made quite a name for herself. After newspapers 
wrote about her work in the Crimea, people thought of her as a heroine. Queen Victoria wrote her a letter 
to say thank you for everything she had done. Cool, eh? 

But Florence had no care for fame, and even though the war was over, there was still work to be done. She 
set about writing letters to important people telling them what was wrong with Army hospitals, and in 
September 1856 she met with Queen Victoria to discuss ways to improve military medical systems. Huge 

reform took place – the Army started to train doctors, hospitals became cleaner and soldiers were provided 
with better clothing, food and care. Go, Flo! 

In 1860, the Nightingale Training School for Nurses opened at St Thomas’s Hospital in London. Not only 
did the school provide excellent nurse training, it made nursing a respectable career for women who 
wanted to work outside the home.  

 
How is Florence Nightingale remembered? 

 

Florence suffered from illness for much of her later life, largely because of all her hard work helping sick 
people. In fact, during her final 40 years she spent many days confined to her bed. But she was greatly 
appreciated for everything she did for nursing, and for saving the lives of thousands of people. In 1907, 
Florence became the first woman to receive the Order of Merit, an award given by the queen for super-

special work. 

Sadly, Florence Nightingale died on 13 of August 1910, but she will forever be recognised as the founder of 
modern nursing. 
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Lord Shaftesbury 

 

 

 

 Anthony Ashley Cooper, 7th Earl of Shaftesbury was born on 28th April 1801 at 24 
Grosvenor Square, London. 
 

 Until his father’s death in 1851, he was known as Lord Ashley. 
 

 Lord Ashley didn’t have a very happy childhood. He hardly saw his parents and he 
had an unpleasant time at the Manor House School in Chiswick. He did get on well 
with the housekeeper, Maria Mills. She used to tell him stories from the Bible to 
cheer him up when he was unhappy. 
 

 Shaftesbury was a pupil at Harrow School and then he studied classics at Christ 
Church College, Oxford. 
 

 In 1826 Shaftesbury became a Tory Member of Parliament. He was a supporter of 
the Duke of Wellington. 
 

 Shaftesbury was heavily involved in reforming lunatic asylums in Britain helping to 
provide better care and treatment of the insane. 
 

 He was also one of the key individuals responsible for bringing about reform of 
Britain’s factories, improving working conditions and limiting the length of the 
workday. 

 
 Shaftesbury was president of the Ragged School Union, promoting the education of 

poor children. 
 

 Lord Shaftesbury was married to Lady Emily Caroline Catherine Frances Cowper. 
They had ten children. 
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 He died on 1st October 1885. He was 84 years old. A funeral service was held 
in Westminster Abbey. Many people assembled to catch a glimpse of Shaftesbury’s 
coffin. 
 

 In 1893 the Shaftesbury Memorial was placed in Piccadilly Circus. The Memorial is 
topped by a statue of the Greek God, Anteros. The statue is called the The Angel 
of Christian Charity, but most people (incorrectly) call it the Statue of Eros. 
 

 Lord Shaftesbury was known as the Reforming Lord Shaftesbury and the Poor Man’s 
Earl, because many of the reforms he championed helped the poor and the 
working class of Victorian Britain. 
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Sir Robert (Bobby) Peel 

In Britain today all policemen are commonly referred to as ‘Bobbies’! Originally 
though, they were known as ‘Peelers’ in reference to one Sir Robert Peel (1788 – 
1850). 

Today it is hard to believe that Britain in the 18th century did not have a professional 
police force. Scotland had established a number of police forces following the 
introduction of the City of Glasgow Police in 1800 and the Royal Irish Constabulary 
was established in 1822, in large part because of the Peace Preservation Act of 
1814 which Peel was heavily involved with. However, London was sadly lacking in 
any form of protective presence and crime prevention for its people as we entered 
the 19th century. 

In 1829, when Sir Robert was Home Secretary in Lord Liverpool’s Tory Cabinet, the 
Metropolitan Police Act was passed, providing permanently appointed and paid 
Police Constables to protect the capital as part of the Metropolitan Police Force. 

 

© Greater Manchester Police Museum 

The first thousand of Peel’s police, dressed in blue tail-coats and top hats, began to 
patrol the streets of London on 29th September 1829. The uniform was carefully 
selected to make the ‘Peelers’ look more like ordinary citizens, rather than a red-
coated soldier with a helmet. 

The ‘Peelers’ were issued with a wooden truncheon carried in a long pocket in the 
tail of their coat, a pair of handcuffs and a wooden rattle to raise the alarm. By the 
1880s this rattle had been replaced by a whistle. 

To be a ‘Peeler’ the rules were quite strict. You had to be aged 20 – 27, at least 5′ 7″ 
tall (or as near as possible), fit, literate and have no history of any wrong-doings. 

Early Victorian police worked seven days a week, with only five days unpaid holiday 
a year for which they received the grand sum of £1 per week. Their lives were 
strictly controlled; they were not allowed to vote in elections and required permission 
to get married and even to share a meal with a civilian.  



 

Sir Robert Peel 

In spite of the huge success of his ‘Bobbies’, Peel was not a well liked man. Queen 
Victoria is said to have found him ‘a cold, unfeeling, disagreeable man’.  

After a long and distinguished career, Sir Robert came to an unfortunate end …he 
was thrown from his horse while riding on Constitution Hill in London on 29th June 
1850, and died three days later. 

His legacy remains however as long as the British ‘Bobbies’ patrol the streets and 
keep the population safe from wrong-doers …and help lost tourists find their way 
back to the comfort of their hotels! 
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Joseph Lister (1827-1912) 

 

 

Joseph Lister is the surgeon who introduced new principles of cleanliness 
which transformed surgical practice in the late 1800s. We take it for 
granted that a surgeon will guard a patient's safety by 
using aseptic methods. But this was not always the case, and until Lister 
introduced sterile surgery, a patient could undergo a procedure 
successfully only to die from a postoperative infection known as ‘ward 
fever’. 
Born in Essex, Lister was interested in surgery from an early stage - he 
was present at the first surgical procedure carried out 
under anaesthetic in 1846.  
 
Lister continued his studies in London and passed his examinations, 
becoming a fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1852. He was 
recommended to visit Professor of Clinical Surgery James Syme (1799-
1870) in Edinburgh and became his dresser, then house surgeon and 
then his son-in-law. 
 
Lister moved to Glasgow in 1860 and became a Professor of Surgery. He 
read Pasteur's work on micro-organisms and decided to experiment with 
using one of Pasteur's proposed techniques, that of exposing the wound 
to chemicals. He chose dressings soaked with carbolic acid (phenol) to 
cover the wound and the rate of infection was vastly reduced. Lister then 
experimented with hand-washing, sterilising instruments and spraying 
carbolic in the theatre while operating, in order to limit infection. His 
lowered infection rate was very good and Listerian principles were 
adopted throughout many countries by a number of surgeons.  
 
Lister is now known as the ‘father of antiseptic surgery’. 
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Elizabeth Fry Biography 

Elizabeth Fry (1780-1845) was a pioneering campaigner for better conditions in prisons 
during the Victorian Period. She was a middle-class Quaker (religious person) who sought to 
highlight the squalid and unsanitary conditions in British prisons and provide practical 
solutions to help improve conditions and reform prisoners. Gaining the support of 
prominent members of society, such as Queen Victoria and Florence Nightingale, she 
played an important role in improving conditions in prisons 

 

Elizabeth Gurney was born, 21 May 1780, in Norwich, Norfolk to a prominent Quaker 
family. Her father was a partner in Gurney bank, and her mother was a relative of the 
Barclays, who founded Barclays Bank. After her mother died when she was 12, she took an 
active role in bringing up her other siblings.  

When Elizabeth was 18, she was influenced by the humanitarian message of William 
Savery, an American Quaker who spoke of the importance of tackling poverty and injustice. 
She became inspired to be involved in helping local charities and at a local Sunday School, 
which taught children to read. When she was 20, she married Joseph Fry, who was also a 
banker and Quaker. They moved to London and lived in the City of London and later (from 
1809 – 1829) in East Ham. They had eleven children, five sons and six daughters. 

Elizabeth was a strict Quaker; she was a Quaker Minister and didn’t engage in any activities 
like dancing and singing. However, she was well connected in London society and often met 
influential members of the upper-middle classes of London. 

 

The infamous Newgate prison before demolition 
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Around 1812, she made her first visit to Newgate prison, which housed both men and 
women prisoners, some of who were awaiting trial. Fry was shocked at the squalid and 
unsanitary conditions she found the prisoners in. The prisons were overcrowded and dirty, 
and Fry felt this fermented both bad health and fighting amongst the prisoners. Writing in 
1813, she wrote: 

“All I tell thee is a faint picture of reality; the filth, the closeness of the rooms, the furious 
manner and expressions of the women towards each other, and the abandoned 
wickedness, which everything bespoke are really indescribable.” 

She even spent the night in prison to get a better idea of what conditions were like. She 
sought to improve conditions by bringing in clean clothes and food. She also encouraged 
prisoners to look after themselves better; for example, she would suggest rules that they 
would vote for themselves.  

She would put a better-educated prisoner in charge and encourage them to cooperate in 
keeping their cells cleaner and more hygienic. Fry felt one of the most important things was 
to give prisoners a sense of self-respect which would help them to reform, rather than fall 
into bad habits and become re-offenders. 

In 1818, Fry became the first women to give evidence at a House of Commons committee, 
during an inquiry into British prisons. In 1825, she published an influential book. 
“Observations of the Siting, Superintendence and Government of Female Prisoners.” – which 
gave detail for improving prisons. Fry’s unique contribution was the willingness to raise an 
unpopular topic, others would rather leave untouched; she also sought to take practical 
steps to improve conditions in prisons. 

 

Humanitarian Work 

 

As well as campaigning for better prisons, Fry also established a night shelter for the 
homeless, giving the homeless a place to stay. This was motivated by seeing a young boy 
dead on the street. In 1824, she instituted the Brighton District Visiting Society, which 
arranged for volunteers to visit the homes of the poor to offer education and material aid. 

At the time, it was unusual for a woman to have an active public profile and move out of the 
confines of the home. Particularly in the early years, Fry was criticised for neglecting her role 



as mother and housewife. Lord Sidmouth, the home secretary preceding Peel, rejected her 
criticisms of the prisons. In this regard, she can be seen as an important figure in giving 
women a higher profile in public affairs. She could be seen as an early feminist and fore-
runner of the later suffragists, who campaigned for women to be given the vote. 

She suffered a stroke and died in Ramsgate, England on 12 October 1845. 

After her death, the Lord Mayor of London helped to establish an asylum for the destitute. It 
opened in 1849, in the London Borough of Hackney. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Edwin Chadwick (1800-90) 

 

 

Edwin Chadwick was born in Manchester in 1800. While studying to become a lawyer in 

London, Chadwick became interested in political and social reform. He became one 

of the most important public health activists of the 1800s. 

Chadwick believed in using science as a means for social improvement and in 1832 

he was asked to serve on a royal commission to investigate the effectiveness of the 

Poor Laws - a system of social security in place since 1601. His work contributed to 

the 1834 Poor Law Amendment Act. 

 

In the course of his investigations into the living conditions of the poor, Chadwick 

became interested in the problem of cleanliness and sanitation. He was convinced 

that active measures such as cleaning, drainage and ventilation would make people 

healthier and therefore less dependent on welfare. 

 

The first appearance of cholera (a disease) in 1831, was followed in 1837 and 1838 

by epidemics of influenza (the flu) and typhoid (a disease), prompting the 

government to ask Chadwick to carry out a new enquiry into sanitation. In his 

publication The Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring Population (1842), Chadwick 

proved that there was a direct link between poor living conditions and disease and 

life expectancy. This investigation inspired the Public Health Act of 1848 and the 

establishment of the general Board of Health, of which Chadwick was the first 

director. 

 

Although he worked tirelessly for reform, as an individual he could be humourless, 

impatient and tactless.. Nevertheless, he continued to contribute his talents to 

various institutions for improvement such as the London Metropolitan Commission 

of Sewers.  

Chadwick remained a firm believer that better living conditions would make healthier 

people and was acknowledged with a knighthood in 1889. 
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Octavia Hill 

 

It was in 1864 that teacher and artist Octavia Hill (1838-1912) first started to work in 

the poorer neighbourhoods of late Victorian London (in what is now the borough of 

Marylebone and nowadays one of the most expensive places to live). She worked 

with people at the bottom of the social ladder: the poor and unemployed, living in 

cold and damp dwellings. Housing was her main concern. Hill believed that a well-

maintained home, however small, with light, air and space — and with neighbours 

who care about each other — is one of life’s main necessities. She started by buying 

three houses in central London. Each week, she personally collected the rent and 

discussed with the tenants the problems that were facing them.  

 

Housing was the foundation for her work, but also the starting point for other 

activities: the development of gardens, creating playgrounds for the children and 

organising excursions. Octavia Hill decided to live in the Marylebone borough of 

London herself, and built a kind of club house behind her own house to host 

weekend and evening activities for children, women and older people.  

As a result of careful management, her housing projects became an attractive 

investment and was able to buy more houses. She expanded her work, gathering 

more funds and support along the way. She trained many women received to 

undertake a similar role to Hill’s, enabling them to act as social workers. The 

approach adopted by Octavia Hill and her fellow workers was designed to 

strengthen the self respect of tenants and to trust in their capabilities. These days, 

we would call this empowerment and resilience. She was one of the founding 

members of the Charity Organisation Society set up in 1869 with the aim of 

modernising social work to eradicate (remove) poverty.  



 

 

 

A few years later in 1875 Octavia Hill began to campaign to protect the natural 

environment in and around London. She went on to help found the National Trust in 

1894. The organisation still plays an important role in the maintenance of stately 

homes, parks and landscape in the UK. Octavia Hill’s influence has been far 

reaching, including initiatives in Amsterdam, Berlin and Chicago. Her 1883 

publication The homes of the London poor has helped spread her ideas across the 

world.  

 

 

 

Octavia Hill is significant in the history of social work because she rejected 

charitable donations (charity). Her intention was to provide help without 

contributions, arguing that charity tended to be resented and served to keep people 

on the margins of poverty. Nonetheless, Hill’s approach could be called protective in 

that it tried to change the attitudes and habits of poor people. She felt that more and 

better houses alone wouldn’t eliminate slums, and once claimed that: “The people’s 

homes are bad, partly because they are badly built and arranged, they are tenfold 

worse because the tenants’ habits and lives are what they are. Transplant them 

tomorrow to healthy and commodious homes and they would pollute and destroy 

them” (1875).  

 

Although in many ways Hill’s approach created the profession of social work and 

transformed the provision of social housing, it was clearly rooted in the ideas and 

experiences of the well-meaning middle classes.  



Dr Thomas Barnardo 
 
Beginnings – the Ragged School 
 

 

Thomas Barnardo at his desk 

Thomas John Barnardo was born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1845. As a young man he moved to London 

to train as a doctor. When he arrived, he was shocked to find children living in terrible conditions, 

with no access to education. Poverty and disease were so widespread that one in five children died 

before their fifth birthday. When a cholera epidemic (a disease) swept through the East End, 

leaving 3000 people dead and many orphaned children, the young Barnardo felt an urgent need to 

help. 

His first step, in 1867, was to set up a ‘ragged school’ where children could get a free basic 

education. One evening a boy at the mission, Jim Jarvis, took Barnardo around the East End, 

showing him children sleeping on roofs and in gutters. What he saw affected him so deeply he 

decided to abandon his medical training and devote himself to helping children living in poverty. 

 

Barnardo's children in 1906 

No child should be turned away 

In 1870, Barnardo opened his first home for boys. As well as putting a roof over their heads, the 

home trained the boys in carpentry, metalwork and shoemaking, and found apprenticeships for 

them. 

To begin with, there was a limit to the number of boys who could stay there. But when an 11-year-

old boy was found dead — of malnutrition and exposure — two days after being told the shelter 

was full, Barnardo vowed never to turn another child away. 



Barnardo’s work was radical. The Victorians saw poverty as shameful, and the result of laziness or 

vice. But Barnardo refused to discriminate between the ‘deserving’ and ‘undeserving’ poor. He 

accepted all children, including black and disabled children, and those born outside marriage. 

Barnardo believed that every child deserved the best possible start in life, whatever their 

background. This philosophy still guides the charity today. 

Barnardo’s girls’ village 

In 1873 Barnardo married Syrie Louise Elmslie, who was to play an important role in the 

development of the charity. As a wedding present, they were given a lease on a 60-acre site in 

Barkingside, east London, where the couple opened a home for girls. 

 

Barkingside village in the 1900s 

By 1900 the Barkingside ‘garden village’ had 65 cottages, a 

school, a hospital and a church, and provided a home – and 

training – to 1500 girls. 

Caring for more and more children 

Barnardo went on to found many more children’s homes. By the time he died in 1905, the charity 

had 96 homes caring for more than 8,500 vulnerable children. This included children with physical 

and learning difficulties. Barnardo’s experience of caring for his daughter Marjorie, who had 

Down’s syndrome, strongly influenced his approach to the care of children with disabilities. 

Growing up in families 

Although he was famous for his children’s homes, Barnardo believed that ideally a child should 

grow up in a family setting. 

As early as 1887 he introduced the practice of ‘boarding out’ children to host families – an early 

form of fostering. 

  

Two children being read to by their foster mother 

 

 

This wasn’t a popular idea in Victorian England, but Barnardo was determined to 

give children the best possible futures. By 1905 more than 4000 children were 

boarded out. This paved the way for our pioneering work in foster care and 

adoption in the twentieth century. 


